
Platform Measurements  
Height: 
 Small dogs: ½” to 1” 

 Medium dog: 1.5 -2” 

 Large dog: 2-3” 

 

Width: 
- We want the width to be able to support the dog’s body, while tucking their limbs tight enough 

to their midline to encourage optimal alignment.  
Note that it is better to have slightly more width, than too little width.. but having too much 
width won’t encourage the dog to tuck in tight. 

- I take 2 measurements.   
Measurement 1 is from point of hock to point of hock. 
Measurement 2 is from the patella (knee cap). 
If there is a discrepancy between these 2 widths, I add them together, and then divide by 2 for 
the average. 

- Remember to have the measuring tape as close to your dog’s body as possible for an accurate 
measurement. 

 

 

 

 
Remember that we want the measuring tape as close as possible to your dogs body, to prevent camera 

distortion changing the measurements. 
 

 

 

 



Determining Width - Missy 

 

Outer Measurement = ~approximately her patella (knee cap).  The distance between these 2 lines is 
about 7” 

Inner Measurement  = point of hock to point of hock.  The distance between these 2 lines is about 5.5” 

5.5 + 7 = 12.5 

divided by 2 = 6.25” 

The perfect width for Missy would have been about 6.5”, but I did round up to 7” for her width.  This is 
the width for her Sit Platform, Down/Stand Platform, and Feet Targets. 

Missy Platform (1 of) 

Width = 7” 

Length = 26” 

Height = 1/2” 



Determining Width - Django 

 
 

Outer Measurement = ~approximately patella (knee cap).  The distance between these 2 lines is about 
14.75” 

Inner Measurement  = point of hock.  The distance between these 2 lines is about 8.75” 

14.75 + 8.75 = 23.5 divided by 2 = 11.75 

I went with 12” for Django’s width. 

 

Django Platform (1 of) 

H = 2” 

W = 12” 



L = 48” 

Length 
Use a measuring tape directly beside your dog, while they are in a Square Down (showing off their best 
posture!).  Measure the length of the dog from the tip of their front foot, to the base of their tail. 

Remember that we want the measuring tape as close as possible to your dogs body, to prevent camera 
distortion changing the measurements. 

For XS Small Dogs, add ~2-3” 

For Small Dogs, add ~4-5” 

For Medium Dogs, add ~5-6” 

For Large Dogs, add ~7-8” 

For XL Dogs, add ~9-10” 

 

Note that I prefer to add MORE length, rather than LESS length, to allow for wiggle room when the feet 
move forwards or backwards during more advanced movements. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Determining Length – Missy 

 
Measurement from front paw to base of tail = 21.75” 

Missy is a small dog, so I added 4-5” to this… and her Down/Stand Platform has a length of 26”. 

 

Missy Down/Stand Platform (1 of) 

Width = 7” 

Length = 26” 

Height = 1/2” 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Determining Length – Django 

 
Measurement from front paw to base of tail = ~40” 

Django is a large sized dog, so I added 8” 

Django Down/Stand Platform (1 of) 

H = 2” 

W = 12” 

L = 48” 

 

 

 
 


